AIWMI partners with Symbiosis School of Banking & Finance for the prestigious global
certification- Certified Credit Research Analyst (CCRA)
The Association of International Wealth Management of India (AIWMI) has announced
its partnership with the Symbiosis School of Banking and Finance (SSBF) for its
prestigious global certification - Certified Credit Research Analyst (CCRA) which is now
approved by RBI & IBA under the capacity building committee initiative for Indian
banks.
SSBF will be offering the CCRA certification through an exclusive scholarship to the students
of MBA- Banking and Finance at the end of their 1st year. The announcement was made on 29th
March 2018.
This initiative by AIWMI and SSBF will help students with better job opportunities, practical
knowledge, access to industry’s leading analysts, and to become more market savvy. Today
banking & credit markets are becoming more future oriented and data analytics, technology and
artificial intelligence are helping financial institutions be on the forefront of innovation. The
playing field of credit risk professionals, consultants and managers is continually changing.
Developments in financial markets and updates in regulatory frameworks make it a challenging
field that makes it vital for a candidate to stay on top of his game.
“AIWMI has been at the forefront of credit research education in India through its flagship
certification- Certified Credit Research Analyst (CCRA); the annual industry event- Credit
Summit India; the annual national competition for Business School students – Credit
Research Challenge; the innumerable knowledge workshops and last but not the least the
exemplary research and advocacy work done over the past 5 years. We are delighted to partner
with Symbiosis Institute of Banking & Finance- one of the most respected names in
professional education in India. We are looking forward to working together with SSBF in our
capacity building initiatives for the Indian banking and credit community”- said Mr. Aditya
Gadge, CEO- AIWMI.
CCRA certification is an industry aligned certification. With this association we are
expecting new recruiters visiting our campus. – Dr.Manisha Ketkar, Director, SSBF
About CCRA:
The Certified Credit Research Analyst (CCRA™) is a comprehensive global education program
designed to give an expert level understanding of credit markets to fresh graduates and
experienced professionals. It integrates the fundamentals of financial analysis, credit analysis,
rating methodologies, credit strategy and structuring. It offers the tools a candidate needs to
occupy key positions in the world of finance, private banking, credit ratings and fixed income
domain.
The CCRA is being jointly offered by Association of International Wealth Management of India
(AIWMI) & National Institute of Securities Markets (NISM).

About AIWMI:
The Association of International Wealth Management of India (AIWMI) is a not-for-profit
organization and a globally recognized membership association for finance professionals.
AIWMI primarily focuses on the broad and strategic role of developing a more robust and
forward-looking training infrastructure for the financial services sector and to promote more
active industry involvement and collaboration in training and continuing education.
AIWMI offers advanced international certification programs along with a wide variety of
high-quality executive education programs. AIWMI programs combine state-of-the-art
knowledge and skills with practical experience and insights into the functioning of the financial
sector.
Website- www.aiwmindia.com
About SSBF:
Symbiosis School of Banking & Finance was established to address the growing demand for
trained workforce in the Banking and Financial Services Sector. Given that a strong and
resilient banking system is critical for fuelling and sustaining growth, the importance of having
industry-ready manpower cannot be over-emphasized.
This programme - MBA (Banking and Finance) has been designed to provide the necessary
education and skill-sets to equip students to innovate, manage, lead and take on the challenges
of this increasingly complex and dynamic sector. SSBF is committed to providing an
environment that facilitates learning and development of well-rounded personalities such that
they leave the portals of the institute as industry-ready professionals.
Website- https://ssbf.edu.in/
For further information on CCRA or any of AIWMI’s other initiatives , please get in touch with
on 8828116801/ 8828116802/ 8828116803 or write to us on certifications@aiwmindia.com

